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Dark Forest Remembrance Earths Past
From the author of The Three-Body Problem, The Dark Forest, and Death's End
comes a story about unborn memories. With The Three-Body Problem, Englishspeaking listeners got their first chance to experience the multiple-award-winning
and bestselling Three-Body Trilogy by China's most beloved science fiction
author, Cixin Liu. The Weight of Memories is a Tor.com Original story. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
A century after the Martian war of independence, a group of kids are sent to
Earth as delegates from Mars, but when they return home, they are caught
between the two worlds, unable to reconcile the beauty and culture of Mars with
their experiences on Earth in this “thoughtful debut” (Kirkus Reviews) from Hugo
Award–winning author Hao Jingfang. This “masterful narrative” (Booklist, starred
review) is set on Earth in the wake of a second civil war…not between two factions
in one nation, but two factions in one solar system: Mars and Earth. In an attempt
to repair increasing tensions, the colonies of Mars send a group of young people
to live on Earth to help reconcile humanity. But the group finds itself with no real
home, no friends, and fractured allegiances as they struggle to find a sense of
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community and identity trapped between two worlds.
Trainers have to be creative if they want their participants to feel excited,
challenged, and involved. The Creative Training Idea Book is packed with
instructions for using activities, games, puzzles, toys, and props to increase
energy and active participation in the classroom, and reveals how to think
creatively about training in any situation. Based on the author’s nearly three
decades of training experience, this invaluable resource gives trainers the tools
to adopt a fun, energetic approach that will make for a stimulating learning
environment. Readers will learn new methods for: * setting the right tone *
uncovering participant needs * grouping participants and selecting leaders *
avoiding and reclaiming turned-off learners * encouraging and rewarding
participation * and much more! Filled with checklists, forms, resources, and
dozens of ""Bright Idea"" blurbs, The Creative Training Idea Book will help
trainers and their learners achieve maximum learning results.
Set in the universe of the New York Times bestselling Three-Body Problem
trilogy, The Redemption of Time continues Cixin Liu’s multi-award-winning
science fiction saga. This original story by Baoshu—published with Liu’s
support—envisions the aftermath of the conflict between humanity and the
extraterrestrial Trisolarans. In the midst of an interstellar war, Yun Tianming
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found himself on the front lines. Riddled with cancer, he chose to end his life,
only to find himself flash frozen and launched into space where the Trisolaran
First Fleet awaited. Captured and tortured beyond endurance for decades, Yun
eventually succumbed to helping the aliens subjugate humanity in order to save
Earth from complete destruction. Granted a healthy clone body by the
Trisolarans, Yun has spent his very long life in exile as a traitor to the human
race. Nearing the end of his existence at last, he suddenly receives another
reprieve—and another regeneration. A consciousness calling itself The Spirit has
recruited him to wage battle against an entity that threatens the existence of the
entire universe. But Yun refuses to be a pawn again and makes his own plans to
save humanity’s future... At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Broken Stars, edited by multi award-winning writer Ken Liu--translator of the
bestselling and Hugo Award-winning novel The Three Body Problem by
acclaimed Chinese author Cixin Liu-- is his second thought-provoking anthology
of Chinese short speculative fiction. Some of the included authors are already
familiar to readers in the West (Liu Cixin and Hao Jingfang, both Hugo winners);
some are publishing in English for the first time. Because of the growing interest
in newer SFF from China, virtually every story here was first published in Chinese
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in the 2010s. The stories span the range from short-shorts to novellas, and evoke
every hue on the emotional spectrum. Besides stories firmly entrenched in
subgenres familiar to Western SFF readers such as hard SF, cyberpunk, science
fantasy, and space opera, the anthology also includes stories that showcase
deeper ties to Chinese culture: alternate Chinese history, chuanyue time travel,
satire with historical and contemporary allusions that are likely unknown to the
average Western reader. While the anthology makes no claim or attempt to be
"representative" or “comprehensive," it demonstrates the vibrancy and diversity
of science fiction being written in China at this moment. In addition, three essays
at the end of the book explore the history of Chinese science fiction publishing,
the state of contemporary Chinese fandom, and how the growing interest in
science fiction in China has impacted writers who had long labored in obscurity.
Stories include: “Goodnight, Melancholy” by Xia Jia “The Snow of Jinyang” by
Zhang Ran “Broken Stars” by Tang Fei “Submarines” by Han Song “Salinger
and the Koreans” by Han Song “Under a Dangling Sky” by Cheng Jingbo “What
Has Passed Shall in Kinder Light Appear” by Baoshu “The New Year Train” by
Hao Jingfang “The Robot Who Liked to Tell Tall Tales” by Fei Dao “Moonlight”
by Liu Cixin “The Restaurant at the End of the Universe: Laba Porridge" by Anna
Wu “The First Emperor’s Games” by Ma Boyong “Reflection” by Gu Shi “The
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Brain Box” by Regina Kanyu Wang “Coming of the Light” by Chen Qiufan “A
History of Future Illnesses” by Chen Qiufan Essays: “A Brief Introduction to
Chinese Science Fiction and Fandom,” by Regina Kanyu Wang, “A New
Continent for China Scholars: Chinese Science Fiction Studies” by Mingwei
Song “Science Fiction: Embarrassing No More” by Fei Dao For more Chinese
SF in translation, check out Invisible Planets. At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Though left uncompleted, “Kubla Khan” is one of the most famous examples of
Romantic era poetry. In it, Samuel Coleridge provides a stunning and detailed
example of the power of the poet’s imagination through his whimsical description
of Xanadu, the capital city of Kublai Khan’s empire. Samuel Coleridge penned
“Kubla Khan” after waking up from an opium-induced dream in which he
experienced and imagined the realities of the great Mongol ruler’s capital city.
Coleridge began writing what he remembered of his dream immediately upon
waking from it, and intended to write two to three hundred lines. However,
Coleridge was interrupted soon after and, his memory of the dream dimming,
was ultimately unable to complete the poem. HarperPerennial Classics brings
great works of literature to life in digital format, upholding the highest standards in
ebook production and celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in
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the HarperPerennial Classics collection to build your digital library.
Three visionary scientists and an eccentric Silicon Valley billionaire become
humanity's only hope in the face of a global resource crisis that has prompted a
daring effort to obtain essential needs from outer space. By the best-selling
author of One Second After.
Soon to be a Netflix Original Series! “War of the Worlds for the 21st century.” –
Wall Street Journal The Three-Body Problem is the first chance for Englishspeaking readers to experience the Hugo Award-winning phenomenon from
China's most beloved science fiction author, Liu Cixin. Set against the backdrop
of China's Cultural Revolution, a secret military project sends signals into space
to establish contact with aliens. An alien civilization on the brink of destruction
captures the signal and plans to invade Earth. Meanwhile, on Earth, different
camps start forming, planning to either welcome the superior beings and help
them take over a world seen as corrupt, or to fight against the invasion. The
result is a science fiction masterpiece of enormous scope and vision. The ThreeBody Problem Series The Three-Body Problem The Dark Forest Death's End
Other Books Ball Lightning Supernova Era To Hold Up The Sky (forthcoming) At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
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Not only a remembrance of Earth's past but also reflection on humanity's future,
the trilogy weaves a complex web of physics, philosophy and history, taking the
reader from the Cultural Revolution to the heat death of universe. By turns
sombre, despairing, lyrical, and hopeful, the trilogy comprises the award-winning
The Three-Body Problem, The Dark Forest and Death's End. Across the series,
Cixin Liu asks the desperate, melancholic question of our time: will humanity
reach for the stars or die in its cradle? To celebrate the conclusion of the series,
Head of Zeus are printing a numbered and signed one-volume edition of the
books that have captured the imagination of readers all over the world.
Soon to be a Netflix Original Series! "Wildly imaginative." —President Barack
Obama on The Three-Body Problem trilogy This near-future trilogy is the first
chance for English-speaking readers to experience this multiple-award-winning
phenomenon from Cixin Liu, China's most beloved science fiction author. In The
Dark Forest, Earth is reeling from the revelation of a coming alien invasion-in just
four centuries' time. The aliens' human collaborators may have been defeated,
but the presence of the sophons, the subatomic particles that allow Trisolaris
instant access to all human information, means that Earth's defense plans are
totally exposed to the enemy. Only the human mind remains a secret. This is the
motivation for the Wallfacer Project, a daring plan that grants four men enormous
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resources to design secret strategies, hidden through deceit and misdirection
from Earth and Trisolaris alike. Three of the Wallfacers are influential statesmen
and scientists, but the fourth is a total unknown. Luo Ji, an unambitious Chinese
astronomer and sociologist, is baffled by his new status. All he knows is that he's
the one Wallfacer that Trisolaris wants dead. The Three-Body Problem Series
The Three-Body Problem The Dark Forest Death's End Other Books Ball
Lightning Supernova Era To Hold Up The Sky (forthcoming) At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
From New York Times bestselling author Cixin Liu, The Wandering Earth is a
science fiction short story collection featuring the title tale--the basis for the
blockbuster international film, now streaming on Netflix. These ten stories,
including five Chinese Galaxy Award-winners, are a blazingly original ode to
planet Earth, its pasts, and its futures. Liu's fiction takes the reader to the edge of
the universe and the end of time, to meet stranger fates than we could have ever
imagined. With a melancholic and keen understanding of human nature, Liu's
stories show humanity's attempts to reason, navigate, and above all, survive in a
desolate cosmos. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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An omnibus edition of books 1-3 in China's best-selling apocalyptic space opera
trilogy, The Three-Body Problem.
Nine new studies address the phenomenon of the medieval pilgrimage to
Santiago de Compostela, the legendary burying place of St. James.
Soon to be a Netflix Original Series! “The War of the Worlds for the 21st
century... packed with a sense of wonder.” – Wall Street Journal The New York
Times bestselling conclusion to a tour de force near-future adventure trilogy from
China's bestselling and beloved science fiction writer. With The Three-Body
Problem, English-speaking readers got their first chance to read China's most
beloved science fiction author, Cixin Liu. The Three-Body Problem was released
to great acclaim including coverage in The New York Times and The Wall Street
Journal and reading list picks by Barack Obama and Mark Zuckerberg. It was
also won the Hugo and Nebula Awards, making it the first translated novel to win
a major SF award. Now this epic trilogy concludes with Death's End. Half a
century after the Doomsday Battle, the uneasy balance of Dark Forest
Deterrence keeps the Trisolaran invaders at bay. Earth enjoys unprecedented
prosperity due to the infusion of Trisolaran knowledge. With human science
advancing daily and the Trisolarans adopting Earth culture, it seems that the two
civilizations will soon be able to co-exist peacefully as equals without the terrible
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threat of mutually assured annihilation. But the peace has also made humanity
complacent. Cheng Xin, an aerospace engineer from the early twenty-first
century, awakens from hibernation in this new age. She brings with her
knowledge of a long-forgotten program dating from the beginning of the Trisolar
Crisis, and her very presence may upset the delicate balance between two
worlds. Will humanity reach for the stars or die in its cradle? The Remembrance
of Earth's Past Trilogy The Three-Body Problem The Dark Forest Death's End
Other Books Ball Lightning Supernova Era To Hold Up The Sky (forthcoming)
Delivers the inside story on 6,000 years of personal and public space. John Pile
acknowledges that interior design is a field with unclear boundaries, in which
construction, architecture, the arts and crafts, technology and product design all
overlap.
"Wildly imaginative." —Barack Obama on The Three-Body Problem trilogy A new
science fiction adventure from the New York Times bestselling and awardwinning author of the Three-Body Trilogy. When Chen’s parents are incinerated
before his eyes by a blast of ball lightning, he devotes his life to cracking the
secret of this mysterious natural phenomenon. His search takes him to stormy
mountaintops, an experimental military weapons lab, and an old Soviet science
station. The more he learns, the more he comes to realize that ball lightning is
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just the tip of an entirely new frontier. While Chen’s quest for answers gives
purpose to his lonely life, it also pits him against soldiers and scientists with
motives of their own: a beautiful army major with an obsession with dangerous
weaponry, and a physicist who has no place for ethical considerations in his
single-minded pursuit of knowledge. Ball Lightning, by award-winning Chinese
science fiction author Cixin Liu, is a fast-paced story of what happens when the
beauty of scientific inquiry runs up against the drive to harness new discoveries
with no consideration of their possible consequences. Tor books by Cixin Liu The
Remembrance of Earth's Past The Three-Body Problem The Dark Forest Death's
End
Presents the author's selection of his best short stories, as well as a new piece, in a collection
that includes "The Man Who Ended History: A Documentary," "Mono No Aware" and "The
Waves."
Tade Thompson's Rosewater is the start of an award-winning, cutting edge trilogy set in
Nigeria, by one of science fiction's most engaging new voices. *Arthur C. Clarke Award for
Best Science Fiction Novel, winner*Nommo Award for Best Speculative Fiction Novel, winner
Rosewater is a town on the edge. A community formed around the edges of a mysterious alien
biodome, its residents comprise the hopeful, the hungry and the helpless - people eager for a
glimpse inside the dome or a taste of its rumored healing powers. Kaaro is a government agent
with a criminal past. He has seen inside the biodome, and doesn't care to again -- but when
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something begins killing off others like himself, Kaaro must defy his masters to search for an
answer, facing his dark history and coming to a realization about a horrifying future. The
Wormwood TrilogyRosewaterThe Rosewater Insurrection
A special fiftieth anniversary edition of Kurt Vonnegut’s masterpiece, “a desperate, painfully
honest attempt to confront the monstrous crimes of the twentieth century” (Time), featuring a
new introduction by Kevin Powers, author of the National Book Award finalist The Yellow Birds
Selected by the Modern Library as one of the 100 best novels of all time Slaughterhouse-Five,
an American classic, is one of the world’s great antiwar books. Centering on the infamous
World War II firebombing of Dresden, the novel is the result of what Kurt Vonnegut described
as a twenty-three-year struggle to write a book about what he had witnessed as an American
prisoner of war. It combines historical fiction, science fiction, autobiography, and satire in an
account of the life of Billy Pilgrim, a barber’s son turned draftee turned optometrist turned alien
abductee. As Vonnegut had, Billy experiences the destruction of Dresden as a POW. Unlike
Vonnegut, he experiences time travel, or coming “unstuck in time.” An instant bestseller,
Slaughterhouse-Five made Kurt Vonnegut a cult hero in American literature, a reputation that
only strengthened over time, despite his being banned and censored by some libraries and
schools for content and language. But it was precisely those elements of Vonnegut’s
writing—the political edginess, the genre-bending inventiveness, the frank violence, the
transgressive wit—that have inspired generations of readers not just to look differently at the
world around them but to find the confidence to say something about it. Authors as wideranging as Norman Mailer, John Irving, Michael Crichton, Tim O’Brien, Margaret Atwood,
Elizabeth Strout, David Sedaris, Jennifer Egan, and J. K. Rowling have all found inspiration in
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Vonnegut’s words. Jonathan Safran Foer has described Vonnegut as “the kind of writer who
made people—young people especially—want to write.” George Saunders has declared
Vonnegut to be “the great, urgent, passionate American writer of our century, who offers us . .
. a model of the kind of compassionate thinking that might yet save us from ourselves.” Fifty
years after its initial publication at the height of the Vietnam War, Vonnegut's portrayal of
political disillusionment, PTSD, and postwar anxiety feels as relevant, darkly humorous, and
profoundly affecting as ever, an enduring beacon through our own era’s uncertainties.
“Poignant and hilarious, threaded with compassion and, behind everything, the cataract of a
thundering moral statement.”—The Boston Globe
"17 years ago: A girl in South Dakota falls through the earth, then wakes up dozens of feet
below ground on the palm of what seems to be a giant metal hand. Today: She is a top-level
physicist leading a team of people to understand exactly what that hand is, where it came from,
and what it portends for humanity. A swift and spellbinding tale told almost exclusively through
transcriptions of interviews conducted by a mysterious and unnamed character, this is a unique
debut that describes a hunt for truth, power, and giant body parts"-The Dark ForestTor Books
A thought-provoking, original appraisal of the meaning of religion by the host of public radio's
On Being Krista Tippett, widely becoming known as the Bill Moyers of radio, is one of the
country's most intelligent and insightful commentators on religion, ethics, and the human spirit.
With this book, she draws on her own life story and her intimate conversations with both
ordinary and famous figures, including Elie Wiesel, Karen Armstrong, and Thich Nhat Hanh, to
explore complex subjects like science, love, virtue, and violence within the context of
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spirituality and everyday life. Her way of speaking about the mysteries of life-and of listening
with care to those who endeavor to understand those mysteries--is nothing short of
revolutionary.
"Based on the video game from Blizzard Entertainment."
With over forty original essays, The Oxford Handbook of Modern Chinese Literatures offers an
in-depth engagement with the current analytical methodologies and critical practices that are
shaping the field in the twenty-first century. Divided into three sections--Structure, Taxonomy,
and Methodology--the volume carefully moves across approaches, genres, and forms to
address a rich range topics that include popular culture in Late Qing China, Zhang Guangyu's
Journey to the West in Cartoons, writings of Southeast Asian migrants in Taiwan, the Chinese
Anglophone Novel, and depictions of HIV/AIDS in Chu T'ien-wen's Notes of a Desolate Man.

Henry David Thoreau built a log cabin in the Concord Forest in Massachusetts in 1845.
Thoreau lived there for two years to try out an alternative to the hectic and economically
successful everyday life. The reason: He wanted to consciously feel life in harmony with
nature again. The minimalist lifestyle should create space and time for the essentials.
Thoreau kept a diary about his feelings and experiences during his time in the forest.
This book arose from his notes. It deals with his everyday problems, with economic and
philosophical considerations, with the feeling of loneliness, with the animals of the
forest, with the seasons and with the reading of classical works.
Asher is captivated by the Libyan Desert from the moment he sees it. He soon
becomes frustrated with the confines of public transport and decides to buy his own
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camel. He discovers that this is the best way to live the experience of traversing the
land of sun, sand, and stars, and tries to adapt. He sets out to trace the path of the
once historic Forty Days Road. After riding solo for a while, he attaches himself to
desert tribes but gets caught up in their conflicts. With the authorities frowning on his
excursion, he finds himself battling for acceptance, freedom, and survival.
The first in a new series of graphic novels from Hugo Award-winning author Liu Cixin
and Talos Press An annual ice sculpture festival draws the attention of an
extraterrestrial visitor, who learns how to create such art and decides to use local
resources to sculpt a piece in a gesture of goodwill. All the water in the ocean is sent to
the stratosphere, where the ice sculptor uses splendid techniques to create crystal
dominoes scattered by a giant of the cosmos. In the world of the ice sculptor, art is the
sole reason for civilization’s existence. After the ice sculptor creates the pinnacle of
beauty, but also brings forth devastation and disaster, humanity decides during Earth’s
last breaths to fight for their survival. The first of sixteen new graphic novels from Liu
Cixin and Talos Press, Sea of Dreams is an epic tale of the future that all science fiction
fans will enjoy.
From science fiction legend Cixin Liu, the New York Times bestselling and awardwinning author of The Three-Body Problem, comes a vision of the future that reads like
Lord of the Flies on a global scale in Supernova Era. In those days, Earth was a planet
in space. In those days, Beijing was a city on Earth. On this night, history as known to
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humanity came to an end. Eight light years away, a star has died, creating a supernova
event that showers Earth in deadly levels of radiation. Within a year, everyone over the
age of thirteen will die. And so the countdown begins. Parents apprentice their children
and try to pass on the knowledge needed to keep the world running. But when the
world is theirs, the last generation may not want to continue the legacy left to them. And
in shaping the future however they want, will the children usher in an era of bright
beginnings or final mistakes? "This audacious and ultimately optimistic early work will
give Liu's English-reading fans a glimpse at his evolution as a writer and give any
speculative fiction reader food for deep thought." -- Shelf Awareness At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
This volume considers the Russian writer Bulgakov's work, The master and Margarita.
It opens with the editor's general introduction, discussing the work in the context of the
writer's oeuvre as well as its place within the Russian literary tradition. The introductory
section also includes considerations of existing translations and of textual problems in
the original Russian. The following sections contain several wide-ranging articles by
other scholars, primary sources and background material such as letters, memoirs,
early reviews and maps.
Twelve visions of the future—by turns hilarious, frightening, and relevant—from new and
established voices in science fiction. In this book, new and established voices in
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science fiction come together to offer original stories of the future. Ken Liu writes about
a virtual currency that hijacks our empathy; Elizabeth Bear shows us a smart home
tricked into kidnapping its owner; Clifford V. Johnson presents, in a graphic novella, the
story of a computer scientist seeing a new side of the AIs she has invented; and J. M.
Ledgard describes a 28,000-year-old AI who meditates on the nature of loneliness. We
encounter metal-melting viruses, vegetable-based heart transplants, search-and-rescue
drones, and semi-automated sailing ships. Sometimes hilarious, sometimes frightening,
and always relevant, Twelve Tomorrows offers compelling visions of potential futures.
Originally launched in 2011 by MIT Technology Review, the Twelve Tomorrows series
explores the future implications of emerging technologies through the lens of fiction.
Featuring a diverse collection of authors, characters, and stories rooted in
contemporary real-world science, each volume in the series offers conceivable and
inclusive stories of the future, celebrating and continuing the genre of “hard” science
fiction pioneered by authors such as Isaac Asimov, Arthur C. Clarke, and Robert
Heinlein. Twelve Tomorrows is the first volume of the series to be published in
partnership with the MIT Press. Contributors Elizabeth Bear, SL Huang, Clifford V.
Johnson, J. M. Ledgard, Liu Cixin, Ken Liu, Paul McAuley, Nnedi Okorafor, Malka
Older, Sarah Pinsker, Alastair Reynolds
A blend of oral history and memoir with a good dose of quirky humor, Tar Heel
Traveler: New Journeys Across North Carolina is a celebratory look at the people and
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places of North Carolina. WRAL-TV reporter Scott Mason—the Tar Heel
Traveler—profiles colorful characters and out-of-the-way places. The sequel consists of
all new material and showcases twenty-five of Mason’s most memorable television
stories along with the amusing stories behind each.
New York Times Bestselling Author Ian Douglas continues his Star Carrier saga as
humanity unites against an ancient artificial consciousness powerful enough to
exterminate every species it encounters 2425. The civil war between the United States
of North America and the Pan-European Confederation is over. But before a new era of
peace on Earth can begin, humankind must martial its interstellar forces as one fleet to
engage in a war against an alien entity in Omega Centauri. Without provocation, it
destroyed a Confederation science facility inhabited by 12,000 people, and it must be
neutralized before it sets its sights on Earth. Admiral Trevor “Sandy” Gray of the USNA
star carrier America has his own mission. The enigmatic AI known as Konstantin has
convinced him that humanity’s only chance for survival is technology found in a distant
star system. Now, Gray must disobey orders as well as locate and create a weapon
capable of defeating a living sphere the size of a small planet…
Leading experts in various areas of nursing research discuss the current state and future of the
field.
In Bowl of Heaven, the first collaboration by science fiction masters Larry Niven (Ringworld)
and Gregory Benford (Timescape), the limits of wonder are redrawn once again as a human
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expedition to another star system is jeopardized by an encounter with an astonishingly
immense artifact in interstellar space: a bowl-shaped structure half-englobing a star, with a
habitable area equivalent to many millions of Earths...and it's on a direct path heading for the
same system as the human ship. A landing party is sent to investigate the Bowl, but when the
explorers are separated—one group captured by the gigantic structure's alien inhabitants, the
other pursued across its strange and dangerous landscape—the mystery of the Bowl's origins
and purpose propel the human voyagers toward discoveries that will transform their
understanding of their place in the universe. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA TODAY BESTSELLER NATIONAL INDIE
BESTSELLER THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER Recommended by Entertainment
Weekly, Real Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine #1 Library Reads Pick—October 2020
#1 Indie Next Pick—October 2020 BOOK OF THE YEAR (2020) FINALIST—Book of The Month
Club A “Best Of” Book From: Oprah Mag * CNN * Amazon * Amazon Editors * NPR *
Goodreads * Bustle * PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble * Kirkus Reviews * Lambda
Literary * Nerdette * The Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches Trashy
Books * LiteraryHub * Medium * BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily News
* SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot * Library Reads Voter Favorite * In the vein of
The Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York
Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s genre-defying tour de force. A Life No One Will
Remember. A Story You Will Never Forget. France, 1714: in a moment of desperation, a
young woman makes a Faustian bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten by
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everyone she meets. Thus begins the extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling
adventure that will play out across centuries and continents, across history and art, as a young
woman learns how far she will go to leave her mark on the world. But everything changes
when, after nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young man in a hidden bookstore and
he remembers her name. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
In the much-anticipated sequel to the “magnificent fantasy epic” (NPR) Grace of Kings,
Emperor Kuni Garu is faced with the invasion of an invincible army in his kingdom and must
quickly find a way to defeat the intruders. Kuni Garu, now known as Emperor Ragin, runs the
archipelago kingdom of Dara, but struggles to maintain progress while serving the demands of
the people and his vision. Then an unexpected invading force from the Lyucu empire in the far
distant west comes to the shores of Dara—and chaos results. But Emperor Kuni cannot go and
lead his kingdom against the threat himself with his recently healed empire fraying at the
seams, so he sends the only people he trusts to be Dara’s savvy and cunning hopes against
the invincible invaders: his children, now grown and ready to make their mark on history.
From New York Times bestselling author Cixin Liu comes a short story collection of captivating
visions of the future and incredible re-imaginings of the past. In To Hold Up the Sky, Cixin Liu
takes us across time and space, from a rural mountain community where elementary students
must use physicas to prevent an alien invasion; to coal mines in northern China where new
technology will either save lives of unleash a fire that will burn for centuries; to a time very
much like our own, when superstring computers predict our every move; to 10,000 years in the
future, when humanity is finally able to begin anew; to the very collapse of the universe itself.
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Written between 1999 and 2017 and never before published in English, these stories came into
being during decades of major change in China and will take you across time and space
through the eyes of one of science fiction's most visionary writers. Experience the limitless and
pure joy of Cixin Liu's writing and imagination in this stunning collection. Stories included are:
Contraction Full Spectrum Barrage Jamming The Village Teacher Fire in the Earth Time
Migration Ode to joy Cloud of Poems Mirror Sea of Dreams Cloud of Poems The Thinker At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
A brilliantly inventive novel about three astronauts training for the first-ever mission to Mars, an
experience that will push the boundary between real and unreal, test their relationships, and
leave each of them—and their families—changed forever. “A transcendent, cross-cultural, and
cross planetary journey into the mysteries of space and self....Howrey’s expansive vision left
me awestruck.”—Ruth Ozeki “Howrey's exquisite novel demonstrates that the final frontier may
not be space after all.”—J. Ryan Stradal In an age of space exploration, we search to find
ourselves. In four years, aerospace giant Prime Space will put the first humans on Mars. Helen
Kane, Yoshihiro Tanaka, and Sergei Kuznetsov must prove they’re the crew for the historic
voyage by spending seventeen months in the most realistic simulation ever created.
Constantly observed by Prime Space’s team of "Obbers," Helen, Yoshi, and Sergei must
appear ever in control. But as their surreal pantomime progresses, each soon realizes that the
complications of inner space are no less fraught than those of outer space. The borders
between what is real and unreal begin to blur, and each astronaut is forced to confront demons
past and present, even as they struggle to navigate their increasingly claustrophobic
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quarters—and each other. Astonishingly imaginative, tenderly comedic, and unerringly wise,
The Wanderers explores the differences between those who go and those who stay, telling a
story about the desire behind all exploration: the longing for discovery and the great search to
understand the human heart.
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